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and fair in dealing with all people, irrespective 
of their position in society. Such values and 
the full participation of the fishers in the 
management of their cooperative made it one 
of the best functioning in Kerala. The strong 
resolve of the fishers to resist all opposition to 
their organisational efforts and their excellent 
cooperation led to the Marianad MUCS being 
recognised in the official Economic Review 1977 
of the Government of Kerala as “an eye-opener to 
the fishermen cooperatives in Kerala. Dedicated 
leadership and the felt need of the fishermen 
for united action against the exploitation 
by the middlemen could be reckoned as the 
contributory factors for the dynamic outlook 
of Marianad”. In 1985, the Kerala government 
woundup all MUCS cooperatives and created 
the Matsyafed which was modelled along the 
basic lines of the Marianad MUCS. Marianad, 
with over 1,500 families now, has two well-
functioning Matsyafed cooperatives.

Lauretta leaves Marianad
Lauretta left Marianad in 1977 after playing 
a lead role in creating the new village of 
Marianad from the land with no people. She 
went back to take care of her invalid father. She 
also nursed her ailing mother and Alzheimer-
stricken sister in her home town of Caravaggio 
in Bergamo Province. Later, when some of 
her earlier colleagues took the initiative to 
organise the first international conference 
of fishers and their supporters in Rome, they 
visited her in Bergamo. She put them in touch 
with some members of the Communist-led 
municipality of Rome who could probably 

help with the arrangements. It was through 
these contacts that the conference, held in 
1984, was ‘sponsored’ by the municipality 
and permission was granted to have an 
international cultural event by the fishers at 
the world famous Piazza Navona. During 
the conference, which she attended, Lauretta 
got the satisfaction to see how the Marianad 
experiment became an important basis for 
the creation of a big international network of 
fishers and their supporters. Lauretta visited 
Marianad again once, 25 years later, in 1992 
to the great joy of the community. Marianad 
is now one of the biggest, prosperous and 
well organised fishing villages of Kerala. The 
Matsyafed Cooperatives now functioning in 
the village received the President’s award for 
the best primary fishery cooperative in India 
on two occasions. In 2015, Lauretta was taken 
to a retirement home in the town of Treviglio 
in Bergamo in an advanced state of dementia.

On 12 March 2020, some of us who worked 
closely with Lauretta were together for dinner. 
It was 9.30 pm. Listening to the news about the 
rapid spread of COVID-19 virus in Bergamo, 
we wondered whether there was any news 
of Lauretta. At about the same time, in that 
retirement home, Lauretta left us and joined 
her creator. The epitaph on her coffin read: Vi 
ho amati tutti – uno ad uno. Yes, she loved us 
all – each one of us in a very special way.

Source: https://english.manoramaonline.
com/news/kerala/2020/04/07/marianad-
fishing-village-italian-nurse-lauretta-farina-
bergamo.html  
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How do we address the question of inequality in 
global health infrastructure, especially during 

the pandemic grip of Covid-19? The report, 
produced by the WHo Global Health Workforce 
Network’s Gender Equity Hub is the latest gender 
and equity analysis on the health workforce – 
looking collectively for the first time at issues of 
leadership: decent work free from all forms of 
discrimination and harassment, including sexual 
harassment; gender pay gap; and occupational 
segregation across the entire workforce.

The health sector is a major employer of 
women. Using a review of 170 studies from the global 
North, the report shows that there are major gaps 
in data and research from low and middle income 
countries (LMiCs) with respect to the gender and 
equality dimensions of the health workforce.  

The demand for a better health dividend 
shows that there is an estimated shortfall of 18 

million new jobs in LMiCs. The gender dividend 
argues that education and autonomy are likely to 
improve family education, nutrition, and women 
and children’s health. The development dividend 
argues that new opportunities will be created 
which will work as fuel for economic growth and 
universal health coverage. 

This report calls for gender transformative 
policies and measures to be put in place if global 
targets for better health and gender outcomes are 
to be achieved. it serves as an essential resource 
to all policy makers, practitioners, researchers, 
educators and activists in the sector.

The report ‘delivered by Women, Led by Men: 
A Gender and Equity Analysis of the Global Health 
and Social Workforce’ may be downloaded from 
https://www.who.int/hrh/resources/health-
observer24/en/  
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